
                                                                                                                   

 

Solar project documents 
Solar projects were included in the modernization and technological upgrade goals of Measure S, 
approved by Glendale and La Crescenta voters in April 2011. 

Here are some helpful backgroundand research documents to better understand Photovoltaic (PV)Solar  
and some of the common concerns people have about a new technology in their midst. 

Some of these documents are a good overview, others go deeply into technical aspects of PV systems 
similar to those being installed at GUSD schools and often explore far more information, as well as far 
more minutiae than needed to understand PV power at GUSD sites – but there they are: 

1. NASA, How do Photovoltaics Work?  –  An easy explanation of how PV solar generates energy. 
 

2. DOE NREL PV Basics – From the U.S. Department of Energy National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, gives an overview of the PV solar energy generating system. 
 

3. AE How Solar Works – A more deeply scientificand chemical look at solar energy components 
from American Elements, an industry supplier not being utilized on the GUSD project – an 
independent industry source. 
 

4. Scientific American magazine – A scientist explains how solar works, for general readers. 
 

5. OR oregon project summary – The Oregon Department of Highways in 2010 commissioned the 
Good Company, a Eugene, OR-based sustainable energy consulting firm, to do a comprehensive 
study of its West Linn Project portion of the Oregon Solar Highway initiative. This report is the 
most authoritative source for PVsolar projects most similar to those at GUSD. 
 

6. OR PV health and safety – The health and safety detail of theOregon report. The primary health 
and safety concerns are all concerned with the minign and manufacture aspects of PV panels. 
Theoretical scenarios are mentioned. There are no significant concerns with PV panel operation. 
 

7. OR EMF concerns – The portion of the Oregon report specificall dealing with the subject of 
Electromagnetic Field radiation, present in any kind of electrical installation. 
 

8. OR DOE Solar EMF memo – A U.S. Department of Energy memo informing the Oregon officials, 
detailing the very low to background only levels of EMF radiation generated by PV solar sites. 
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9. FPRF solarpower fire safety – Fire Protection Research Foundation studies of the fire safety 

implications of PV solar panels. This Fire Fighter Safety and Emergency Response guide is very 
informative but shows that almost all safety concerns associated with PV solar panels are 
limited and cautionary to fire professional responding to any electrical emergency. To quickly 
find relevant passages, see pages 21 and 71. 
 

10. OR solar glare potential – The portion of the Oregon study dealing specifically with the issue of 
glare, or the relative absence of glare, from similar solar panel arrays. 
 

11. FAA airport solar guide – The Federal Aviation Administration guidelines for locating solar 
project near airports. Issues surrounding reflectivity studies are found on Page 49-50. 


